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Abstract - A new type of neural network is introduced where symbolic rules are combined using a constructive algorithm. Initially, symbolic rules are converted into networks. Rulebased Cascade-correlation (RBCC) then grows its architecture by a competitive process where these rule-based networks strive at capturing as much of the error as possible. A pruning technique for RBCC is also introduced, and the performance of the algorithm is assessed both on a simple artificial problem and on a real-world task of DNA splicejunction determination. Results of the real-world problem demonstrate the advantages of RBCC over other related algorithms in terms of processing time and accuracy. I. Introduction



There is a long-standing debate in machine learning opposing symbolic rule-based systems to neural networks. Some empirical research has found a pronounced speed advantage of symbolic learning algorithms over neural networks [1][2][3]. Another advantage of symbolic systems over neural networks is that it is easier to translate an expert’s knowledge about a given problem into an algorithm. This knowledge, in turn, can facilitate the acquisition of a problem to which it applies. The operation of translating domain knowledge into an artificial solver can be particularly advantageous in problems where available data is very noisy or only partial. One common problem, however, is that often the domain knowledge available is incomplete, or only of limited relevance to the problem at hand. A solution to this may be to combine the rule-based process of symbolic systems with the inductive process of neural networks. Such a hybrid system could potentially deal with incomplete rules as well as degraded input [4]. In attempting to combine a rule-based system with a neural network, a possible problem is that many possible rules may be available for the learner to choose from. The learner must select one or a subset of the best rules available, and this may result in a large number of combinations. An emergent paradox is that it can be hard to know which rules to select without a good problem representation, and hard to obtain a good problem representation without selecting an appropriate set of rules. This vicious circle can be escaped by combining both rulebased inference and inductive learning, thus making it



possible to take small steps towards an adequate problem representation before a full set of rules get selected. This problem of rule selection is known to the field of learning theory, where finding a particular rule (or model) that satisfies a given logical theory is said to be NPcomplete [5]. Another obstacle to rule selection is the possibility of a combinatorial explosion in the combination of the available rules. For instance, rule A may be crucial in solving a problem, but its selection and proper use may depend on the prior application of rule B. These possible complications in applying a rule to the solution of a problem make the study of rule-based learning a challenging area. In fact, few neural network algorithms are able to capture a combination of rule-based and inductive learning. One such model is KBANN [6], a method for converting a set of symbolic domain rules into a feed-forward network with the final rule conclusions at the output, and intermediate rule conclusions at the hidden unit level. This technique involves designing subnetworks representing rules. These subnetworks are combined to form the main network used to learn the task. The knowledge contained in the subnetworks does not have to be complete or perfectly correct, because the main network can adjust its connecting weights to adaptively make up for missing knowledge. Other models address some of the issues involved in knowledge-based problem solving (e.g., KRES, [7]; discriminability-based transfer, [8]; MTL, [9]; mixture-ofexperts, [10]; explanation-based neural networks, [11]; DRAMA, [12]; LISA, [13]; ATRIUM, [14]; see [15] for a partial review). Finally, a modular network has been proposed to capture a combination of rule-based and casebased performance on past tense acquisition [16]. However, none of the models provide a satisfying answer to the problems discussed above. The current paper introduces a new algorithm for selecting and transferring symbolic domain rules injected into a neural network. We first describe this new technique along with a pruning method, and then test its performance on an artificial as well as a real-world task. II. Description of RBCC



The model proposed in the current paper is a special case



of the Knowledge-based Cascade-correlation algorithm (KBCC)[17]. As will be argued, this new model, termed Rule-based Cascade-correlation (RBCC), has the ability to perform selection and use of rule-based prior knowledge. RBCC does so by combining rule-based inference and inductive learning. A. Training RBCC networks RBCC is part of a family of neural networks that includes Cascade correlation (CC) [18] and KBCC [17]. These algorithms share many common features with regards to the way they are trained and the way they are structured. These networks are initially composed of a number of input and output nodes connected together by some weights. The goal of learning is to adjust the weights in order to reduce the sum of squared errors (SSE) obtained by comparing the output of the network V to a target response T : F = ∑∑ (Vo, p − To, p ) o
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summed over every output O and every pattern P. Only the weights that link directly to the output nodes get adjusted for this purpose. In addition to adjusting their weights, networks of the CC family can also expand their topology while learning. This is perfomed by training a number of candidate components in parallel, and eventually selecting the one with the highest covariance with the network’s error, as calculated by G:
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where Ēo is the mean error at output unit o, and V oc is the mean activation output oc of candidate c. The output error at pattern p is Eo.p = Vo,p - To,p. CC, RBCC, and KBCC differ from one another by the type of components made available to them in order to grow. CC networks are at the most basic level, and are limited to adding simple nodes, most commonly logistic units. KBCC networks, however, can also recruit fully pre-trained neural networks. Finally, in RBCC, the network is able to recruit formal rules encoded in neural networks. The newly recruited components get placed between the input and the output layers of the network. The goal of recruiting new units is to increase computational power according to the demands of a given task. Weights feeding the hidden nodes are trained to maximize the covariance between the output of the hidden nodes and the error of the network. A number of new units can be added, each in a new layer connected to all layers below it and to the output layer. RBCC is able to perform both inductive learning and



rule-based inference, respectively by lowering its error rate and by recruiting pre-trained networks encoding rules. RBCC is also able to perform knowledge selection by incorporating in its architecture those elements that best help solve the target task. In addition, RBCC has the advantage of being able to incorporate prior knowledge that only represents a partial solution to the target problem [19]. Finally, because new components are incorporated by stacking them on top of previously incorporated components, RBCC can potentially perform knowledge combination. B. Encoding rules in RBCC networks The domain rules used by RBCC are encoded in a similar fashion to KBANN [21]. KBANN proposes a way to generate networks that represent if...then rules. However, in their original paper, the authors of KBANN only propose a framework for creating disjunctive (“OR”) and conjunctive (“AND”) rules. In our current paper, we propose a generalization that allows for any n-of-m rule, where n is the number of features to select among m. This generalization has the advantage of simplifying the notation by replacing long chains of conjunctive and disjunctive rules by a simpler n-of-m chain. This strategy also enables us to produce a generalized rule for creating any n-of-m network. In a rule network, all weights are equal to W=4, except the bias: x = ( 2 N + 2 M − 1)W



(3)



where x is the value of the bias weight [21]. The network itself is composed of two layers, one with m number of units for the input, and one with a single unit for the output. This way of encoding rules enables the creation of a network that fires only if at least n of the m features are present at the input. The rule networks created are presented to RBCC for selection in the same way that candidates are presented to CC and KBCC networks. Thus, the proposed model is a combination of rules generated by KBANN, and learning performed by RBCC. A given domain rule available to RBCC can be defined according to a Horn clause. Horn clauses are a way to represent conjunctive and disjunctive rules. This representation involves a string of features each identified by a different number. If all conditions are met, the rule returns true; otherwise it returns false. A comma separates each feature in the string, and indicates a conjunction (“AND”). If a feature is necessary for the rule to return true, its number is included in the string. Conversely, if the absence of a feature is necessary for the rule to return true, its number is represented using a ‘not’ statement following the format “not(i)”, where i represents the feature in question. For instance, if rule A requires the presence of feature i and absence of feature j to fire, this would be represented as follows:



A := i, not(j)



(4)



C. Pruning RBCC networks It is possible to analyse the contribution of individual connections in RBCC networks by using a measure of saliency [22], and remove connections that have a low overall contribution. Saliencies have been used elsewhere to remove unnecessary or redundant connections from CC networks [23] (see [16], for a rule-based network that incorporates pruning). Saliencies are based on the second order partial derivatives of the objective function driving the learning process, with respect to weights. These values are contained in the Hessian matrix. To facilitate computations, only the diagonal entries of the matrix are considered, all other weights being assumed to be of negligibly small values. Saliencies are computed from these diagonal entries as: sk = hkk uk2 / 2



(5)



for every connection k, where hkk are diagonal entries of the Hessian matrix, and u are the weight values. It is argued that saliencies provide a more reliable account of a connection’s contribution to a given solution than simple weight magnitudes, because weights of small value can still have an important contribution [22]. Because networks of the CC family are trained according to two distinct objective functions, namely error reduction and network growing, two separate computations are required for the saliencies, namely one for the output-side weights (feeding the output layer), and one for the input-side weights (feeding the hidden layers). The weights feeding the output layer are trained to minimize the categorization error of the network (Eq. 1). The calculation of saliencies for these weights remains unchanged from other simulations with CC [23]. However, in RBCC, the inputside weights are trained to maximize a score of covariance G between rule output and network error (Eq. 2). The saliencies of input-side weights are determined by computing the second order partial derivatives of the covariation with respect to the weights feeding each rule. The first derivative of input-side weights wij feeding a rule f is obtained as: ∂G = f ′ f ′ zxij ∂wij
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where z is the weight linking the output of the rule to the output of the network. The second derivative is: ∂ 2G ∂ w 2 ij
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III. An artificial problem



A small hand-designed problem was generated to assess the performance of RBCC. We aimed at creating a task where some features of the input patterns were clearly more informative of category membership than others. We also aimed at generating some domain knowledge for this task that would concern only those informative features. In this way, we wanted to determine if the network could use domain knowledge efficiently, and if it could assign this knowledge to the correct features of the task by pruning out irrelevant connections. The task consisted in determining whether each input pattern belonged to the target category or not. Patterns not belonging to the target category were exclusively composed of random features. Patterns belonging to the target category contained an equal number of random features and features termed “diagnostic”. These diagnostic features conveyed critical information about category membership because they occurred with a high probability (p=0.9) within the category, and with low probability outside of it (p=0.1). A small-scale representation of the problem is shown in Figure 1. This illustration shows 3 patterns of six features each, three of those features being generated at random, and the three others being diagnostic. The diagnostic features are based on the prototype shown above the figure. In each pattern, a different feature of this prototype is flipped (highlighted in Figure 1). The actual problem used was comprised of twenty patterns belonging to the target category. These patterns were comprised of twenty features each, namely ten random and ten diagnostic. Twenty patterns not belonging to the target category were also present in the set.



Figure 1. Design of the artificial problem.



The domain knowledge K associated with this task consisted in a rule that fired if and only if all of the diagnostic features were present. Following a Horn clause notation, and according to the prototype generated for the target category, this can be written as: K := not(1), 2, 3, 4, not(5), 6, not(7), 8, not(9), not(10) (8) where each number represents a feature of the prototype. Training was carried out until all patterns were classified correctly. Once training was completed, the network was tested on its ability to categorize partially occluded patterns where either the random or diagnostic features
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C. Saliencies The saliencies of input-side weights linking to the diagnostic and random features of the target patterns are presented in Figure 2. A good strategy for RBCC is to consider more strongly the diagnostic features when establishing a correspondence between the task and the available domain knowledge. This strategy is reflected by the network assigning higher saliencies to the right of the target patterns, where the diagnostic features are found. The saliencies linking to output-side weights were also computed (see Figure 3). The expected result is that the network should focus its attention exclusively on the diagnostic features. These expectations were confirmed; the saliencies of weights linking to the diagnostic features were larger than those linking to the random features.
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Figure 2. Saliencies of input-side weights for a typical network.
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Testing accuracy was analyzed using a 3-way ANOVA with domain knowledge as a between subject factor, and pattern type and location as within subject factors. Significant main effects of domain knowledge (F(1,38) = 1807.96, p
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By means of a one-way ANOVA, we found a significant group difference in epochs between CC and RBCC (F(3, 79) = 20.98, p
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A. Training epochs



Taken together, the saliencies of input and output weights suggest that the network was able to detect which features of the problem were more informative of category membership. The network was also able to adequately link the features of the rule to their corresponding features in the task to solve. Pruning did not significantly improve categorization accuracy when compared to a baseline condition. This could be due to limited network sizes, permitting only limited pruning. In fact, the effects of pruning on increasing accuracy have been found in CC networks of large sizes [23]. Given the limited conclusions that can be derived from our small artificial problem, we now turn to a larger and more realistic task.
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were missing (replaced by zeros). In addition, the location of the features was varied to be either expected or unexpected. Originally, the random features occupied the left portion of the patterns, while the diagnostic features occupied the right portion. If the network is sensitive to this characteristic of the problem, categorization error should be high when it is presented with the random patterns on the right, or the diagnostic patterns on the left. Two types of networks were used for this task, namely CC (no available rule, only simple logistic units) and RBCC (with available domain rule as well as simple logistic units). Twenty networks of each were ran. Results were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a minimum level of significance of p
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Features Figure 3. Saliencies of output-side weights for a typical network. IV. DNA problem



The goal of this experiment is to compare the performance of CC, KBCC, and RBCC networks on a realistic task with a large data set. The difference between RBCC and KBCC is that, in the latter, domain knowledge has to be acquired through learning instead of being injected into the network. Some real-world problems have been successfully tackled by KBCC networks, including speech recognition [20], and DNA splice-junction determination [19]. In both cases, KBCC was able to use the available prior knowledge to improve its performance. This effect is hypothesized to be even more markedly observed with RBCC, because the available domain knowledge is more precisely represented than in standard KBCC. The dataset for this problem was taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Primate splice-junction



gene sequence (DNA) with associated imperfect domain theory). In biology, the splice-junction problem consists in finding DNA sequences that serve in the encoding of proteins (see [6] for a full description) . Five domain rules are available to help perform this classification. These rules encode regularities found in certain sequences that delimit the boundaries (exon and intron) of proteinencoding regions (see Table 1). The notation employed in Table 1 indicates the location of interest, followed by the sequence to be expected. For instance, “@-5 ‘G’” indicates that five symbols left of the starting point, a “G” symbol should occur in the sequence. Together, the five rules only classify about 60% of the instances correctly, so this problem is a good candidate for a network that combines both rules and inductive learning. TABLE 1 RULES FOR SPLICE-JUNCTION DETERMINATION Exon-Intron site: 1) @-3 ‘MAGGTRAGT’ 2) must not contain the following stop codons (sequences of three bases that typically signal the end of an encoding region): @-3 ‘TAA’ @-4 ‘TAA’ @-5 ‘TAA’ @-3 ‘TAG’ @-4 ‘TAG’ @-5 ‘TAG’ @-3 ‘TGA’ @-4 ‘TGA’ @-5 ‘TGA’ Intron-Exon site: 3) @-3 ‘YAGG’ 4) must be pyramidine-rich, meaning that it should have 6 ‘Y’ between -15 and -6. 5) must not contain the following stop codons: @1 ‘TAA’ @2 ‘TAA’ @3 ‘TAA’ @1 ‘TAG’ @2 ‘TAG’ @3 ‘TAG’ @1 ‘TGA’ @2 ‘TGA’ @3 ‘TGA’



A subset of the database consisting in 1000 randomly sampled examples was used. This set was divided into a ten-fold cross validation [3], thus splitting the dataset in ten equal subsets. A network was trained on nine of these subsets and tested on the tenth. This procedure was repeated ten times with a different network so that each set is used as the test set once. Other data pre-processing considerations can be found in [19]. The data for CC and KBCC networks is taken from [19]. For the RBCC networks, a total of five rule networks were encoded, each representing a different rule. For the KBCC networks, five subnetworks were trained to acquire each of the rules (see [19] for a complete description). In all networks (CC, KBCC, and RBCC), logistic units were available for constructing the architecture. Two separate conditions were set up for the RBCC networks. In one, termed the “all rules” condition, all five rules were available for the network to select from. In the other,



termed the “best rules” condition, only rules 1 and 2 were available. These rules were selected with a high frequency by KBCC networks in [19]. Table 2 compares the performance of CC, KBCC, KBANN, and RBCC networks. Significant differences were found for training (F(3, 39) = 19.23, p


CC KBANN all rules KBANN best rules KBCC RBCC all rules RBCC best rules



Train SSE 40.0* 839.60 862.51 45.09* 7.01* 6.24*



Test SSE 79.27* 91.38* 94.61* 74.17* 32.66 26.54



Epochs



Recruits



517* 1000* 1000* 644.5** 600.25** 300.3



20.0 3.0* 7.0*** 4.8** 7.0*** 3*



* = homogeneous subsets within row (p < 0.01).



The improved accuracy of RBCC when compared to KBCC reinforces a documented idea according to which the advantages of using knowledge transferring networks are directly linked to the quality and relevance of the prior knowledge available [17]. The improvements in the quality of the prior knowledge available when going from KBCC to RBCC could be mainly responsible for the improved accuracy of the latter. V. Conclusions



In the current paper, we introduced RBCC, a



constructive neural network that can incorporate domain rules into its architecture as it learns a given task. By combining RBCC with a pruning technique, and applying the algorithm to a small artificial problem, we demonstrated an ability to correctly link the features of a rule to the corresponding features of a task. In addition, the algorithm was proven efficient in solving a real-world problem of DNA analysis using available domain knowledge. RBCC offers a strong alternative to symbolic models of analogical transfer. These models, despite providing flexible representations of structure, are often criticized for being semantically brittle [24][25]. This “brittleness” is due to the fact that if only some of the conditions of a given rule are satisfied, the rule will not be activated. This has severe consequences with regard to the abilities of rule systems to generalize to novel data. The formalism of a rule leaves it unable to reach beyond the necessary and sufficient features that define it [16]. By comparison, in connectionist networks, a phenomenon of graceful degradation occurs, whereby the probability that a rule will fire is slowly reduced as fewer and fewer of the conditions are met. Rule-based models are also neurologically unrealistic [12]. Finally, from an engineering perspective, the ability to perform rule-based transfer in neural networks opens the possibility of integrating new findings about a classification as it becomes available through scientific research, as could be the case for DNA analysis. Future work could focus on devising a more efficient pruning technique to remove useless connections in RBCC networks. At the current state, it would be computationally demanding to prune connections from a large RBCC, as the one generated for the DNA problem. We are also interested in possible algorithms to pre-select the knowledge to be injected in RBCC, because the speed of learning of such networks can be severely compromised if they must select among a large number of rules. VI. Acknowledgements
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Method to Protect DNA Ends 

The bacterium Deinococcus radiodurans is the most radiation resistant organism known. D. radiodurans suffers many mutations and double-strand breaks ...
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technology platform including loyalty, guest feedback and resolution, ordering, mobile payment,. and gift card solutions and much more to help brands better ...
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Refresh Cycle is Still Relevant - Overview 

In 2009, most users had laptop PCs running Windows* XP, ... In 2012 we optimized our delivery process for laptops, Ultrabook devices, .... No computer.
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Page 1 of 2. PRESS RELEASE. For Immediate Release. Contact: Ladd Biro, 972.930.9933. [email protected]. Rita's Italian Ice Releases Updated Mobile App. Version 3.0 of cutting-edge loyalty app by Relevant Mobile improves guest experience at 600+. 
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Need six authoritative, relevant sources? Before sunrise? 

it's freely available online. If there's more than one ... It's easy to import citations into a bibliography manager â€“ just visit the Preferences page and select your ...
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2Department of Anthropology, University of California, Davis, California 95616 ... that the current inhabitants of the Great Basin, the Numic .... State Museum.
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Need six authoritative, relevant sources? Before sunrise? 

It's easy to import citations into a bibliography manager â€“ just visit the Preferences page and select your preferred citation format in the â€œBibliography Managerâ€� ...
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Need six authoritative, relevant sources? Before sunrise? 

Google is a trademark of Google Inc. All other company and product names ... preprints, abstracts, conference papers or other adaptations â€“ you'll see links to.
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DNA-notes.pdf 

They established the structure as a double helix. The sugar. and phosphates make up the "backbone" of the DNA. molecule. DNA Structure: DNA is composed of monomers called nucleotides. Each. nucleotide consists of: 1. a phosphate. 2. a sugar (deoxyrib
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